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Fire devastates students
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

:is~ti:de~.people affected
worst fire loss in the city's ·history.

!:C

' w~n~:~~~~:tte
:~=~in: . sdJa~;;:ts~~h'::~n:~~
smoke still lingered in the air. The this apartment moved in~o their
smell was a reminder of what tOOk new home April 30. 1bey brought
place not even 24 hours before, but up things from home and bought all
changed the lives of many.
new cleaning supplies. The
The fire at 3325 Maine Prairie roommates had even decorated
Rd. on Wednesday left more than their place and were starting to
150 people homeless and caused an settle in.

~~~::~!2i~i;;:_o• in damages.

According to . St. Cloud
Assistant Fire Marshall John
Gergen the cause of the fire was an
improperly disposed smoking
material on the balcony of
apartment 111.
He said the case was turned over
to Pointe West managemerit as of 4
p.m. on Saturday and people will be
let in the building on Tuesday.
· . Fire officials are calling it ~he

Cathe(ine Brezina (left back)
hugs senior Nicole Wilmes.

by Sarah Tieck

Photos by Erik Pet,nen/ON-UNE fDf1VR

SCSU student Marin Hustad and boyfriend Pat Rajdl sift through
their salvaged belongings from Wednesday's fire.
Go TO ARE, PAGE 4 •

Hanson claims presidential slot
First time in a decade two women to follow two women
table discussions on the issue of racisrrr.":)
SchendzielOS also added her affinnation to
continue looking into possible solutions to the
The results are in and it's "Hanson for
racism issue.
president."
'1'm not going to let it die," she said. "I'm not
.1 - In an election tum-out slightly
sure where we'll begi_n, but a lot of people
smaller than last year's, students last
elected . as seriators are the ones who wefC
week, voted finance chaiiwoman and
already out there working on tliis."
Minnesota State University Student
Schendzielos also plans to urge MnSCU to
Association representative Amy
come· to the table with faculty to sol\l.e contract
Hanson to the · highest Student
issues.
scsu.
.
Government office.
"My personal grad1,1ation date is in their
Hanson will be joined by Gretchen
Hanson has fought for equ_ality hands," she said. "I have 16 take a full load next
Schendzielos, who will serve as vice
within MSUSA in relation to. the year to graduate on time, so I'm in the same boat
president. This is the first time in at
as everyone else."
number of dollars
least IO years two women have
SCSl.l students
Election results indicate
replaced two women Within the AMY HANSON spend
Hanson was· elected over
for
organization. Christy Hovanetz and
Rob Callahan 641 . to 147.
representation.
Chelsea Florence were the first two women to
Other issues Hanson
Callahan was elected to
serve as president and vice presiden1, said she plans to address
serve as a senator-at•large.
I
'ir
respectively, since the late 1980s.
1be total number of votes
include educ3.tin! herself
Hanson said she is excited to begin the year.
further on the possible
in last · year's race for
"I hope they (students) can utilize me," faculty strike and looking
president were ~pread
culture.
Hanson said. 'Tm here to serve them."
for more ways Students can
among seven · candidates,
Schendzielos mirrored Hanson's enthusiasm become active to bring
among
which
were
Gretchen
Schendzielos
and added she was surprised by the elections MnSCU to the negotiating
outspoken campus activist
VICE PRESIDENT ELECT
outcome.
table with faculty.
Marvin Lyman and current
"I'm excited, and I'm really l~ng forward
Fee Allocation Committee
Also, she plans to
to the year ahead and working with Amy," she address the need for an o"n•
chairman Matt Trombley.
said.
campus legal advocate for students, improving Each garnered ~46 votes to Hovanetz's 266. The
Schendzielos added she thinks the fact two the cultural center and organizing more round total number of votes for last year was 1,059.

by Shawn Neudauer

,?. •

MANAGING EDITOR

professors'
futures lie
in 'the past
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDir'OR

Wednesday
Junior Daniela Beaber, one of
the roon:imates, was c~rling her hair
before her 4 p.m. class and smelled
smoke. She thoUght it was her
curling iron and unplugged it,
checked the stove and even felt the
walls to see if they were warm.
After deciding things were OK ·
she went to her class and didn't find
out about the fire until 5:30 p.m.
when she returned home.
Freshman Michelle Wendt,
Daniela's roommate, was working
at Gilleland .Chevrolet and she
looked out the window and noticed
fire trucks racing by on Division
Street. She could see big clouds of
black smoke. She overheard
someone say it ~as one of the
apartments behind WaJmart.
Wendt asked people what
· apartment and no one knew. She
called home and found the phone
was busy.

Retiring

wom~n were elected to replace Hovanetz and
Florence is significant.
"I think it signifies a change in our culture:,''
she said. "I think it's wonderful, not only for
women but for everyone."
Hanson plans to continue work she
began as a senator-at-large on issues
ranging from MSUSA to the
Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities system to continue
giving attention to the racism issue at

think signifies
a change in our

••

Professors Scott and Lynn Bryce •
are working to educate people
about the Holocaust and are helping
them to find and face similar evil,
hatred and bias in their present-day
lives.
''Our courses have to reach our
students as they are now," Scott
explained.
The Bryces are retiring from
teachirig duties at the end of spring
quarter. However, they are not
abandoning their careers-they will
continue lQ study and serve as co.
directors of the Center for
Holocaust Education.
This path may have been chcsen
for the Bryce~ before their careers
beg.in, before they found each
other.
"Holocaust was always in the
background; ' said iynn, Whose
areas of study are English and art
history.
When Lynn was. growing up in
New York City during World War
II, she atten<loo Saturday movies
with her grandmother and brother. .
She said this is where she first
encountered the Holocaust.
During these outings, they saw
two feature films- news reels of the
concentration camps and other
things pertaining to WWII were
shown during breaks.
"I was just a very little girl and
my grandmother would not let me
out of my se:µ," Lynn said.
Lynn's grandmother, who she
describes as very loving, finnly
showed her the realities of WWII
and gave her the basis for her
current direction .
"Her command to look and face
.this was something I never forgot,"
she ex plained.
Scott also became aware of the
. Holocaust in New York City during
WWII. He learned of the atrocities
being · committed through friends
while in high school. These friends
shared stories of rel3.tives in Europe
who were disappearing or being
taken to camps for their religion, ·
race or other reasons. ·
'That motivated me to say,
'Someday, I'm going to do
something,'" he explained.
Scott
has taught mass
communicatioris at SCSU for 34
years. During his time as a
professor, he has been instrumental
in planning and starting KVSC 88.1
FM, securing ~the equipment and
planning studios for UTVS
Channel 6, as well as founding the
mass communications program.

Go TO BRYCES, PAGE 6 •
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,CAMPus & CoMMUNfl'X BRIEFS
Faculty at technical
colleges reject offer
Faculty membel'S at Minnesota's techniCal
colleges May 7 rejected a contact agreeillent
for the 1997-99 biennium.
The contract was rejected· by 791 "no"
,:. votes compared to 701 "yes" vqtes, according
to Bruce Hemstad, president of United
Technical College ·Educators.
Hemstad said the main source for the
disagreement is workJoad language bargained
into the contract.
·
Seventy-nine percent of the bargaining
unit's membership voted on the contraci put
togethei- by UTCE negotiators and their
counterparts from the Minnesota State
·Colleges and Universities.
As a result of the vote, Hemstad, on behalf
of the Executive Board, will fonnally reject
the contract proposal.

Jail escapee tries
second attempt
A Sauk Rapids man who had already
escaped from the Benton County Jail made a
second attempt on Tuesday. The attempt was
stopped when authorities learned of his plan.
Michael Worth, 19, may face additional
charges of attempted escape on top of his
existing escape cl:mrge.
His latest attempt involved a woman,
identified as his girlfriend, who was waiting
for him to bolt from the county courthouse
during a probation revocation hearing.
Worth reportedly intended to ruq from the
courthou~e and meet Latosha Kay
Hennemeann, 18, who was waiting for him at
the Casey's General Store in Foley. ·
Hennenmann of St. Cloud w{lS . booked
into the county jail on a preliminary charge of
aiding in an attempted escape. She was

WHAT1s
HAPPENING
TODAY
Graduation Tickets
Spring graduates can pick
up their four commenceinent
ceremony tickets starting
today at the National Hockey
Center. Photo identification is
require.d.

Free Concert
An Electroacoustic Arts
ensemble will perform free at
8 p.m. in the Performing Arts
Center Recital Ha"II.

THURSDAY
Bar-B-Que
Minority Student Programs
is hosting a year end Bar-8Que from 4:30 to 7 p.m. in
the Quarry Amphitheatre.

MAY18
Art reception

STATE
Big Tobacco

settles with state
for $6.6 billion
Tobacco companies agreed
Friday to pay about $6.6 billion to
settle Minnesota's lawsuit to
recover smqking-related health
costs.
Titis settlement came at the end
of a three-and-a-haJf-month trial,
just hours before the case would
had gone before a jury.
The money would be paid over
25 years. Blue Cross Blue Shield
will get $4.6 million and $466
million Will go to lawyers.
The amount also includes $102
, million to provide free treatment to
any Minnesotan who wants to stop

Test,drive results in
jail sentence
1\vo St. Cloud men were arrested
Thursday, according to St. Cloud police, after
test driving a car from a local car dealer and
not returning it.
Police pulled over the 1994 Chevrolet
Beretta 0Jupe at 2:54 p.m. on 12th Avenue
South.
'"
Driver Reynold James Pearson, 22, and
passenger Daniel Joseph Drege, 19, were
both arrested. An IS-year-old St. Cloud
woman was also detained.
Pearson and Doege are suspected of
taking the vehicle from Eich Motors on
Division Street Wednesday, saying they were
going for a test drive.
The two men were jailed on charges of
possession of a stolen vehicle. The woman
was released.

& NATION BRIEFS

smoking.
President Clinton said in a
statement that Minnesota had Won
"important new concessions from
the tobacco industry."
Minnesota · has become the
fourth state to settle , a tobacco
lawsuit, but its case · went the
farthest
·

Twins want to

lose antitnist
investigation
The Minnesota Twins along
with other baseball teams want to
get rid of the state's antitrust
investigation into Major League
Baseball.
At a hearing Friday, attorneys

for the ball t.eams asked Judge
Margaret Marrinan to order .a
speedy appeal of her ruling which
allows Minnesota Attorney General
Hubert Humphrey ID to proceed
with the antitrust action.
Humphrey Wants to investigate
In . response to proposals 10
possible violations of state and increase tuition by 3 percent at the
federal antitrust laws by basebaJI University of Minnesota - 'Jwin
owners.
Gities students are speaking up.
The state's lawyers claim the
The proposed increase is 1he
owners may be illegally trying to - slllallesl i"nT decacle. - · ·
...
move the Twins out of Minnesota
Students have been sending
because Legislature has refused to administrators petitions written on
fund a new stadium..
postcards arid Ramen noodle
The attorneys- cited the packages.
importance of the case in their
President Mark Yudof said the
request to get the case to the increase is necessary to match
Minnesota Supreme Court as soon faculty salaries wlth those at
as possible.
competing schools and to make
Marrinan took the matter under other delayed improvements inside
advisement.
the university.

IN HlsTORY•••
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" An opening reception for
OnApril 15, 1972,afirebrokeout
Djahangir Pirasteh's exhibit
in the 0-wing of Mitchell Hall.
Musical Paintings will begin
The fire caused extensive smoke
at 7 p.m. in Atwood Memorial and soot damage and personal losses
Center Gallery.
. to the occupants of rhe room where the
blaze began. There were oo injuries.
Smoke was discovered about
MAY22
• 12:30 a.m. by girls down the hall who
alerted others and pulled the fire
- Spring graduation .
~arm.
The ceremony for spring
St. Cloµd firefighters fought
commencement will begin at
smoke
before discovering the origin of
10:30 a.m. in the National
the fire in room 363-0. The cause was
Hockey Center.
attributed to an electrical short in a
small tape player.
The two freshmen who lived in the
room lost ahnost all of their personal
To submit information for the possessions in the fife. ·'
events calendar, inall it to
The walls and ceilings had to be
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart redone, but considerable damage was
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498. prevented because other doors in the
hall were closed. The fire was
contained to the third fl0Qr because the
News. ..
... ... :......... .... .3-7
fire door was closed.
A "Fire Damage Benefit" took
Commentary/Opinion .... ......8/9
place the following Tuesday to Collect
donations for the freshmen. Live
Classifieds' ...... ..... .............. 18 entertainment was provided by
Mitchell Hall residents.

Index

released, and possible formal charges are
pending.
Worth's original escape was on March IO.
He used a pillow and blankets to make it look
like someone was sleeping in his bed. After
making the switch of clothing, he walked out
the door of the jail with the Sentence to Seive
crew.
Authorities later learned Worth walked to
the S:Chool next door and persuaded a woman
to give hi,m a ride into St. Cloud by telling her
that his girlfriend was in labor at St. Cloud
Hospital.
Worth was in jail on ii probation violation
for an earlier conviction of three counts of
third-degree criminal sexuaJ conduct.
At Thursday's hearing, Judge Steven
Ruble required Worth to remain sl)ackled for
the duration 0{ the hearing. His probation has
been revoked, and he was sentenced to 27
months in prison. Worth has _also been
transferred to the Department of Corrections.

l--'-:::'-::,-:-::-;;-,-,,.,.,~,m++'7'-=---':-'--::::-"--

U of M students

protest tuition
increase
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'Take Back the Night' inarches
against dom.estic vi~lence

The group marched under the Ninth Avenue bridge holding signs, singing chants and expressing their ideas. They ·marched from
Barden Park to the downtown area and back to campus.
·

Friday night,
sei,:eral hundred
people gathered in
Barden Park on
Fifth Avenue to
fight violence and
pay tribute to
murdered women
and children fn
Minnesota. There
was an open mic
for survivors,
supporters and
victims to share
their stories. Then,
the group marched
to fight for their
cause. Similar
rallie~an'd
marches took
plaqe across the
United States.

Some of the hundreds-who gathered for the march carried signs with the names
and ages of people who have died from violence.
Left, St. Cloud
Tech High School
senior
Alexis
Schwanberg'
Wright
reads
messages printed
on T-shirts hung in •
Barden
Park.
Yictims
of
domestic violence
and friends of
· victims decorated
the shirts.

Photo story by
Scott Anderson

Staff
photographer

Stacy Ranola and her friend Kristen Boyne work on expressing their ideas on
paper bags. Ranola and Boyne drove from Minneapolis to attend the event.

Page4

Fire
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One of the guys she worked with asked
what apartment she lived in, and when she
said Pointe West .he said, "I'm sorry honey,
but that's the apartment that is on fire."

·

She dropped everything and ran out to her
car. She called home again, and the phone
was still busy. Traffic was horrible.
Division Street and all the streets off it
were packed. She sat iri

roommate. She hung up the Phone and called
his name. There we:re so ·many people
watching from right across tlfe streel from the
apartments. The two of them stayed there for
awhile and then Wendt went back to work to
make phone calls.

Thursday

,

the car and kept
believing it wasn't her
apartment.
couldn 't
see

She
the

apartmeni - all she

:, :~~~t:ai:~h:mc:: ~

hoping it was one of

the other ones and
everyone ·was wrong. .

The DJ on the radio
announced, "Pointe
West Apartments is a
total loss, nothing was
saved.'' She started
sobbing and honking

I told nry parents if
this is 'the worst
. thing that will ever
happen to me, then
I'm doing pretty

her horn trying to get
people to go because

good
Michelle Wendt

bec~~is,~~yt~::n?t:f;
to see what damage has
occurred, and there ,
wasn't a sense of closure.
Wendt ·stayed at her aunt and uncle's
home in SL Joseph. The next morning she
went to SCSU to talk to her professors. Then
she went to buy some personal items because
she didn't have anything except what she was
wearing.
The three roommates met up at the St.
Cloud Christian Church that was set up as an
emergency Red Cross shelter at 11 a.m.
for a meeting.
· At this meeting, fire
victims
were told tllere was .no chance of getting

FIRE VICTIM

she was stuck in traffic.
Wendt said everyone
Was looking at her itnd she finally got her car
across the street, parked it, left her keys in the
ignition and ran over fo the fire.
There was smoke coming out of her
bedroom window. She ran to an office across
the street and said she was going to use· their
phone. She didn't wait for a response and
grabbed it to call her mo1her. Wendt said she
remembers screaming on the phone. Her
mother couldn't understand what she saying
at first.
She saw junior Jason Odegard, her other

Beaber and Odegard
spent the night at the St.
Cloud Holiday Inn:
Beaber said most people
were really friendly and
nice. She is not a stranger
dealing with disasters.
Beaber is also a victim of
last year's Grand Forks
flood. She said the
basement of her home
filled to the ceiling with
water, and they lost
eVerything but their
clothes.
, Erik PeterseiilON·UNt: fJJffOR

St. Cloud firefighter helps residents salvage belongings from what is left of their
apartments. Wed~sday's firf! caused an e~timated $2.5 million in damages.
back into their apartment, and their stuff was
gone.
After the meeting she went over to the
apartments and was being interviewed
by the media. Beaber ran over to her and
started screaming, "Michelle, Michelle, we
found your pictures!"
Her roommates had asked the
firefighter to go up to their apartment
and found out not everything was burned.
Because their apartment is on the third floor
on the burned side, firefighters didn't know if
they would be.able to go up there again.

"We have way _more stuff than we ever
thought we could get out of it," Wendt said.
"We have.jackets in the hall closets that they
said are all right, like our winter coats."
Wendt planned on going to Europe for
two weeks this summer, and now she doesn't
think she will be .able co go.
"Right now I'm just feeling lucky," she
said. "This morning I didn't think 1
had anything at all left. I 1old my parents if
this is the worst thing that will ever
happen to me, then I'm doing pretty
good."

Walk challenges to support leadership
.Event raises money for scholarships at SCSU
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

The Thayer Leadership Challenge Walk
on May 3 helped raise money to go toward
scholarships for SCSU students in memory of
Dennis Thayer.
Thayer,
former
director or Steams
Hall and of University
Organizations, was
killed in a car accident
in 1995.
He was a member
of
the
SCSU
community· for nine
years.
The donations from
the walk go to the
Thayer Leadership Scholarship and the
Thayer Student Emergency Fund.
The scholarship-. recognizes outstanding

SCSU student leaders, and the emergency
According to Schrader, the number of
fund assists students in need due to personal students and staff at SCSU who knew Thayer
emergency.
t
is diminishing due to graduations and the
"We were very excited about how (the . passing of time.
.
walk) went this year," said Rhoda Schrader,
When publicizing · the walk next
co-coordinator of the walk.
year, University Organizations is going to
This is the walk's second year. The 50 attempt to balance the infonnation about the
participants of the walk included members 9f walk, so people realize it is also about
the community and campus, including leadership.
students and staff.
"Leadership was Dennis' thing. It was
The Thayer family also participated in the really important to him, and we would like
walk, according to Schrader.
· · people 10 realize that is a lot of what the walk
Thayer's parents, widow and two sons is about, raising money to support thf~aders
walked with the others from Atwood Mall to in our student (X)pulation," Schrader said.
Riverside Park, where Thayer's parents made
'The value of the walk is that it raises
lunch for the walkers and listened to the money forscholarshipsforthe.students,"she
music of the Mississippi Music Fest.
said.
·
"II was a nice across the board spread of
Another addition to the next walk will ,be
people who participated this year," Schrader a reunion Walk, where those who knew
said. "And the money raised matched the Thayer will walk together in an attempt to
amount raised last year. So we were also very raise money and awareness.
happy about that."
'The goal is to continue to have successful

walks so we Can have a continuous
scholarship for SCSU students," Schrader
said.
.
The Thayer Leadership Challenge Walk
has been on the same Sunday as Mississippi
Music Fest for the past two years and will be
in the future, according to Schrader.
"It is a fun atmosphere," Schrader said.
'The walkers can make a day of it. Start out
with the walk for about an hour, eat lunch and
then go listen to the music for the rest of the
day."
Those participating in the walk received
different levels of prizes, depending on their
different levels of fund raising. Groups who
participated could also receive different
prizes.
For more information on next year's
Thayer Leadership Challenge Walk,
contact University Organizations at
320-255-3004.

SJ;ff~house
,r~tery

, 14 Fifth Ave. S.

lacross from the Red Carpet)

FOR INFORMATION
. CALL

APARTMENT
FINDERS

259-4040

rote</ <Best Gourmet Coffee in St. Cloud ·
vegetarian I vegan menu items af!ailable
breathable atmosphere (smoke free!!
only 3 minutes from campus
a great place to stud}!
we roast our own,. co.ff"ee
homemade soups, stews ct pasta salaas
homebaked breaas, desserts !S' pies
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SCSU alumna, professor receive awards
by Mark Rosenbaum

awarded was the Individual Artist
Grant funded by the McKnight
Foundation. The grants were
It is important for an aitist to be awarded to many artists from many
funded if that artist is to continue fields such as sculpting, painting,
working and creating.
printmaking and fiction/nonfiction.
The Central Minnesota Arts
'The artwork submitted is
Board is one of 11 regional arts jlldged by 'pure' artists," Gilliam
councils which receives money said. "This means that sculptors
from the State of Minnesota to help submitting work will be judged
fund local artists. Its goal is to only
by other established
encourage the creation, the sculptors."
perfonnance and the appreciation
Two recipients of the $2000
. of the arts.
lndividllaJ Artist Grant were Bill
The Central Minnesota Arts Gorcica and Emily Sebasky.
~o:Ja, also known as the CMAB,
Gorcica iJ an assistant professor
has been in existence for.aOOllt 20 of art. His present work has been in
years. It consists of a volunteer the multimedia medium. He
board whose members come frorri submitted about half a dozen slides
the four counties it presides over - from various projects for the award.
Benton, Sherburne, Steams and
He made a canoe of Duct tape,
Wright
strapping tape,
counties.
PVC tube, and
According
computer
to
Chuck
printout paper.
Gilliam, the
"l tried to
executive
make
the
I
director of the
· canoe
the Sara KirkJSrA.FF PHOTOCRAPHt:R
CMAB, each
same way that
year
the
the
Native SCSU alumna Emily Sebasky and Bill Gorcica, assistant professor of art, each received $2,000
from the Central Minnesota Arts Board.
Central
Americans
Minnesota Arts
made
their camera and then digitally
Another project that was part of time, she has been making roadtrips
Board gives out
canoes, frame manipulated by computer. The this award involves.rabbits.
to Richfield's Kink.o's store to work
$270,000 in
first," Gorcica ·printouts of the canoe in motion
About 200 boards were used to on her prints.
Emily
Sebasky
grants from the
said. "After were then printed out and another create a large box ·with many
"I feel very lucky. It's a great
$CSU ALUMNA
state
of
molding the ca:noe was created by the printouts. pictures of rabbits along the opportunity for me to keep
Minnesota and
frame out of
"I make sculpture that refers to outsides and insides. Inside the producing art, especially since I'm
from the McKnight Foundatioll. the tube, the Duct tape 'skin' was digital video," Gorcica said. "My boxes. a television played a video finished with school," she said. "I
However, the board is not a state stretched over the frame to create work deals with the natural of rabbits.
would encourage more artists to
organization. The organization the canoe. The can'oe was nonnal enviroment cultivated by man. For
Another recipient of a $2,000 look into applying for grants,
grants money to artists in the four scaJe and about the same design as example, the Appalachian Trail is a lndividuaJ Artist Grant was Emily because there is money out there,
counties.
a standard canoe."
human-created hiking trail that Sebasky. Sebasky is a winter- and it's hard to make money as an
One of the grants recently
The canoe was filmed by gives the illusion of being natural." quarter graduate of SCSU, and she artisL''
''Next May, I will be doing a was awarded the grant for her work
Sebasky is currently working as
two-year residency at the Banff Arts in printmaking.
an intern at Intennedia Arts in
Center in Canada," Gorcica said.
Sebasky plans to use part of the Minneapolis. She is event
''The center is dedicated to grant to rent a Xerox machine to coordinator for an art car ralley
cultivating and preserving man and complete a series of monoprints to be held in July -on Lyndale
nature." ·
with color toner. At the present Avenue.
STAFF WRITER

would encourage
more artists to
wok into applying
for grants.

I

Openings for the 1998-1999 School Year

chrunicle

Four bedroom townhomes for individuals
or groups up to f0ur.

OPEN

Campus Clipper and Metro Bus Service
with three trips per hour to SCSU

MANAGING EDITOR
EXECtmVE EDITOR
COPY EDITORS
NEWS EDITORS

POSITIONS

(3)
(2)

SPORT:; EDITOR

CAREER AND MONEY EDITOR
ON-LINE EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
ART DIRECTOR
READERS ADVOCATE

Applications are avai/ahle in 1be Cbro1lfcle office (Stewan Hall 13) and are due Wed11esday, May 13.
If yuu haw a11y questions or want more t11formatio11, stop try the Chrontc/e or call 255-4086.

tart Your Career at ACR

Features Include· • Heated .Swimming Pool
• Sand Volleyball Court • Free Parking/Outlets
• Phone/Cable In BCQrooms • Ceiling Fans in
Bedrooms • Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher • Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room • Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines
• Individual Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

ALF- has Garur opportunities in
the T\tlin C.ities '5uburban area.
Wor~ in the wmmunit'i \tlith
individua\s. \tlho have disabi\ities.
•FT and 'PT pof>itioM
•benefitf>
•internf>hipf> available
•rapid advan£.ement potential
£i<allent e~perien<e for &ludents in the field& of
l'&1<h .• £du<alion. 'i>o<ial Wor~. 'i>oGiolo91. Nur&in9
and man1 more!
k-'fl. ;fobline (1.12) 4ss-1111
~

UO/Mf.mplo-jff
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Despite these different paths,
this husband and wife began

teaching classes about the
Holocaust in 1985.
In 1995, they founded the
Center for Holocaust Education. As
faculty members and co-directors
they have invited several Holocaust
speakers, taken trips overseas to
visit the camps and helped to· teach
educators about the Holocaust and
its legacy and lessons.

bias, discrimination, hate and hate there " she explained
crimes in whatever form they
said she ~xplores the
come.
subject with classes the same way
He said they also want to help in ·her grandmother taught her about
the understanding of perceived • the Holocaust - she makes them
racism, religious,and gender bias In look and supports them while they
the United States.
face evil.
Scott explained perceived bias
"You can look evil in the

means it does not matter whether
the condition really exists. The
perception itself creat~ hatred and
bias.
Lynn explained the purpose of
He said studying the Holocaust
the center · was to help teach leaves people with a new
educators in· all areas to teach the sensitivity.
lessons of the Holocaus1 within•
"I think learning from the
their discipline.
Holocaust never leaves you where
"You name it - it is all included it found you," he said. .
in the study of !he Holocau~t." she
' Lynn said students learn the
said.
·
lessons of the Holocaust and find
Scou explained they were their own applicatiOn.
concerned with the situation of
"It addresses the student right

she

race

and it ~II not destroy you," Lynn
said.
She said the only way to face
the issues of today and yesterday is
to reach out, to be wiser and to be
more loving.
The Bryces said they will
continue to work toward these and
other goals.
Their time will be spent
continuing their travels and studies,
while developing the Center for
Holocaust Education 10 a new
level.
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rensc•rease~~-use•Peuse
Get ahead this summer.
Sp'ending summer in the Twin
Cities? Continue working
Qn your degree by -taking a
summer class at Metro State
and still hold a su.mmer job.
Most classes are only one
evening a week And they're
offered at several metro

JEFPs

TOTAL BODY
PIERCING
~~

.Sr.

...~" ~l:*11.~

't> dJ
PROFESSIONAL
Master Piercer- Jeff

RISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO
16- 21st Avenue South

St. Cloud, Minn. 56301
FOf appointmeni Of consullation
Gall 320-255-7305 or 320-393-2654

G
PREGNANCY

1ES11NG.

ATTENTION:
Students registering for
Chem 210 Fall Semester
General Chemistry - Placement Exam
Effective for fall semester the chemistry departme nt is implementing a
placement exam to _d etermine w hether a stude nt will be allowed to register for Chem 210 (General Chemistry 1).

STILL LOOKING
FOR THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE
RIGHT PRICE??
We have 2 and 4 br . apartmems ava ilable from

$175 ro $225

Bridgeview South. Bridgeview West. Park South.
Classic 500 and River Ridge. ·
tl'Bldgs. With FREE computers for student use

t/ Walbng d1sca1"1Ce co camµus t/lntercom entry buildings 1/ Pnvate
bedrooms w1ch lod:s
lil"Telephone and cable ootlets in each bedroom
v'M1erowaves v'Off-street parking v'Dishwashers t/Mimb11ndson
all windows v' Air conchc1oning ll' lntenor and exter ior areas well!ighted v'wen-mamca1ned building and grounds

You must pass this exam in order to enroll in Chem 210. Students who
do not pass the exam should enroll in Chem 140 (Preparatory
Chemistry). Registration for Chem 140 does not require a placement
exam .
Students intending to take this exam should attend one of the times and
locations listed below. You must bring a picture I.D. a #2 penc il and
a calculator to t h e test!

This exam will be given at the following times
and locations:
Wednesday, May .13-11 a.m . to 12.30 p .m . BH 143
Thursday, May 14- 6p.m. to7-30p.m. BH 143
Monday, May 18- 10:10 a.m. to 11:40 a .m. MS 116
Tuesday, May 19- 1 p.m . to 2:30 p.m. MS116
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At University Chronicle, we serve . as an objective
voice for the entire St Cloud State campus .- students,
staff, faculty and administration. If you are a member of
• the St. Cloud State University community, please take a
. few minutes to let us know what you would like to see.
~- Help us improve the page~ of Universi(y Chronicle.

'

.

I

'

FYI
•The University Chronicle
will soon have a reader's
advocate, someone who

Send or drop off yo ~r completed survey

at:I

13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, MN 56301

will act as a mediator
between Chronicle editors
and readers.

1. Indicate which sections of the Chronicle you read, and rank them in the order you read
them.
_:__ Front page and News section
_

Commentary/Opir:iion

_Page Two

_Sports

Diversions

_

Career & Money
Classifieds

2. How is our reporting? Please be specific with your comments and criticisms in regard to
content, coverage, etc. (For example, what areas _do you feel received sufficient or insufficient
attention? Did we miss any important issues or events? Were you left with any questions
when you finished reading?)

3. Do you like the content of the Diversions section? (Do you enjoy reviews, photo stories?)

1----------------------------------------~----! 4. How is our Sports section coverage? (What would you like to see ll\9re/less of in that

! se?Ji.on ?) ·

·

t·_------------------'--------------------------5. Additional comments? (Photo quality, graphics?)

''
,.
'

'''
''
'''
I

'
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''
''
!
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EDITORIAL

We bid_you adieu
Well, we've come down to the end. This is the last
real opinion this paper will publjsh until summer. The
last paper in May is .the traditional parody issue - a
farce, so treat it as one and don't take things personally.
This last editorial serves as a thank you for some,

bids a fond farewell to others and serves notice to
everyone, both on and off campus.
It has been a y_ear full of frustration, empathy,

miscommunication, misinformation, hard fought
battles, mistakes, defeat and victory. These words ring

true for many people and organizations, even our own.
Thank you for your spirit and endurance.
College is a society unto its own. Some call it a
microcosm of the "real world." This has been especially
true this year.
_
We saw .our senatorsfighting for student rights
against several established, professional organizations.
We saw our teachers stand up and demand better pay.

We saw our students organize and heard cries
demanding action and equality and justice.
What better example of the world could anyone ask?
The troubles plaguing society as a whole have not
· escaped the attention of the campus community. What
be\ter place to prime ourselves, and teach each other the
things we'll need not only to make this school a better
place, but to enable our graduates to carry on once they
leave? Graduates, take these tools with you and

succeed.
We've had trouble agreeing on many things. Many of
us have convictions which run deep. None of us has the
capacity to completely change the minds ·.o f all our
counterparts.
We' ll all take memories with us as we depart campus
in the days to come. Let these memories be useful ones.
For those of you returning, pick up the task anew next
year armed with the experiences you've earned, and
leave behind the bitterness. Consider this a ·challenge.
The year ahead lies in shadow. We can make guesses
and promises, but none of us knows what to exp,ct.
We've got a new batch of students coming, don' t let
them sit idle - engage them, challenge them as you
have been so challenged.
/ ' And above all, remember the past, but have the
courage and sensibility to not be beholden to it. ·

t±:

r
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STAFF OPINION
Kli1snN ALBRECHT, Co-NEws EDITOR

Tragedies serve as a reminder
1 am always in awe of
how fast a person's life
can change.
Last Wednesday I got a
phone call from my
roommate telling me the
fire by Walmart is the
same building our

roommate from
last year lives in.
My heart sunk
as I listened to her
explain what had
happened.
Ruthie is the
strongest person I
know. In the last
year she has watched her
father suffer through the
pain of chemotherapy and
radiation for lung cancer.
Yet she has remained
optimistic and always has
an open ear to listen to her
friends' problems.
She understands family
comes first and has always
made a point of making
sure they are aware of it.
When I walked into the
Red Cross shelter for the
fire victims I expected·an
atmosphere of grief and
loss.
Instead I saw balloons,
boxes of pizza and people
standing around laughing
and telling·stories.
They all gathered in this

one room to hear about
their futures.
Earlier that morning
these same people were
told they would not be
able to retrieve ;my of
their belongings.

It was decided later
firefighters would be able

to retrieve a few items.

flood and the twisters this
spring in St. Peter.
When these tragedies
struck I felt shook up.

People told -me how
-they had to decide what
It's a reminder of how
they wanted from their
Y<?U arf? never really safe
and there is oilly so much '
apartments.
'
Many chose
you can do to protect
jewelry and
yourself.
clothes while
It's also a reminder of
others chose TVs
what is really important. I
and stereos.
know I have been caught
These people
up in the buying of
who had nothing
material items.
It's hard to tum down
now had
something to hold
buying that CD everyone
and cherish. ·
else has. But, you also
Those small iiems we
need to understand you
will live without it.
have lying around our
That is what the people
homes are the only things
these -people ~
in
Pointe
have.
West
I have always
taught
been amazed
how fast
me this
The people of
week.
communities
Pointe West
come together
These
people
during moments
reminded me
of tragedy.
are
famil:y,friends
I've watched
holding
and read the
and l.ove are the on to
what is
coverage of
most important left
of
many tragedies
in my lifetime.
things a person their
past and
One that
can have.
stands out in
looking
to their
my mind is the
future.
Challenger
The people of Pointe
explosion.
West reminded me family,
I remember sitting in
friends and love are the
my fifth grade classroom
most important things a
as we watched the news
anchors try to explain
person can have.
These are the things we
what had happened.
need to cherish and not
Tragedies closer to
take
for granted.
home are the Grand Forks

• •
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There's no place
left to smoke
In IO years about the only place you're going to be
able to smoke cigarettes legally is in your home.
Seemingly, you cannot smoke anywhere indoors, at least
in public, ahd pretty soon we will not even be able to fire
·.., up while having a cool one at the downtown watering
lloj<.
,
But in the ·wake of Friday's news that the.major
cigarette-making companies' ~ettlement will pay the Stat~
of Minnesota, Blue C~oss (an insurance company) and the
law finn of Robins Kaplan Miller &
Ceresi a combined $7 billion,
something seemed S!,lddenly
oxymoronic.
On one hand, we have health
officials, both in the private and
public sectors, outlawing smoking in
almost every public place. If you
look hard enough, you can still find
an indoor sj>ot to destroy your health,
MARTY

as I like to call it. But the smoking

SUNDVALL

room in Atwood Memorial Center

used to be a whole lot bigger than it

Pregnancy center provides support
I am writing in response to Julie Ingmire's letter

titled "Choose pregnancy center carefully." I got

and food. They helped me get on Medical

Assistance,talked to my doctor, they got a public

is now. It's only a matter of time before it disappears
pretty upset when I read it. I don't know what the
health nurse fot' me and a mentor from the
altogether. •
St. Cloud Pregnancy Center is like, but I have had
community was provided to me. Infonnation on
Soon Minnesota will folio\¥ the leads of Western states experience with Birthline. They helped me
adoption and parenting was readily available. I
and outlaw "Smoking in bars. Even a more immedi<j.te
tremendously.·I went there last summer looking for developed a huge support system in my time of
concern is whether smoking will be tolerated at outdoor
support and found it. They never once pressured
need. When I left, I was given a baby layette and
events, like St. Cloud River Bats b~eball games this
me into making a decision about my baby: The
things for my apartment. _New Beginnings helped a
summer.
information available led me in the direction I
great deal. If it weren't for them, ·! don' t know
I can understand the point. Smoking isn't good for
wanted to take, which was parenting my baby.
what I would have done. Don't get me wrong, it
you. Trust me on this one. Or better yet, come and listen
They did, however, provide post-abortion
wasn't a cake walk. There was a lot of
to my cough first thing in the morning. It's dangerous,
counseling and support groups. They may be proresponsibility and decision making involved, but
and probably lethal, to your health. Still, there's nothing
life, but they never tried to influence my decision.
there was also love, comfort and support. They
like a smoke after a great meal, or after an ambitious roll They supported me no matter what my decision
taught me that I could go on and have a good life.
in the hay. Heck, I still say the best time to have a butt is
was. -They are not judgmental, but somehow
I became very independent because of that. They
right after working out. Why? It feels good. Oxymoronic? Ingmire thinks the opposite. True, there are places
are a sincere organization, just like Birlhline.
You bet.
that scare women by showing abortion films and
In conclusion, I think Ingmire is making a huge
Which will get me back to the original point here. If
literature. Their tactics may not be correct, but
generalization without knowing the facts. These
the state of Minnesota imposes such strict limits on where Ingmire seems to ignore the effects of having an
are just two examples, but they show that not every
you can smoke, and now limits on adveitising and
abortion. It doesn't just go away; it stays with you
center is like what Ingmire claims. What if there
promotions, won't that hurt tobacco companies' business? for the rest of your_life.
.
were no centers? Where would young women go?
And if the tobacco companies can't tum a profit, how will
As far s15 false promises of financial assistance,
What would you do? You have no idea what it is
they be able to pay $7 billion in settlements?
medical treatment, adoption and.child care
like to .be in that spot. The centers may not be
In reality, tobacco ·companies are not going to go out
arrangements go, Ingmire has been misled. I
petfect, but at least they are trying to help those in
ofbusineSs just because they had to pay a $7 billion
moved into New Beginnings, a nonprofit
times of n~. Ingmire has no right to judge. Even
settlement: In fact, Big Tobacco is being sued by atl but
organization, after visiting Birthline. It is a home
if she has been in this situation, which I doubt she
eight states, and have already lost to Mississippi, Florida
for single women with crisis pregnancies. They did has, that still does not give her the authority to
and Tex3S to the tune of about $30 billion. Big Tobacco
not exaggerate the truth about helping me. They
criticize.
even tried, and failed: to reach a-national out-of-court
provided ways of getting financial assistance. Rent
Roberta Honkanen
settlement of$368 billion. They wouldn't offer these
was very cheap, $150 with everything included.
Elementary Music
settlements if they couldn 't pay.
The only thing I had to buy were personal items
Sophomore
It's not the big tobacco companies who are ultimately
going to pay. It's Average Joe and Josephine Smoker.

We'll pay through higher prices.
To those who say higher prices are a deterrent, I say
pish posh. I remember when my da<;l and a beer-swilling

pally said they'd never pay $2 for a pack in the Ell<'•
Lodge vending machine. They each threw in a buck, and
three hours later when the Winston Lights ran out, they
each threw in another buck. Today, how many bars sell $3
packs?
In 30 years after every state and every activist group
has collected their money, after there are no more
damages to pay, after cigarette advertising and the big
payments that go along with ads have been outlawed, just
how much is a pack going to cost?
And how much will the big tobacco companies be
making in profits when the·smoke has cleared? They may
be looking in the face of defeat today, but in the long run
people are still going to smoke. One way or another, Big
Tobacco will win out.

r
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Ri'iierside Real Estate P17t:.
}"The Fmest ~ e n / Housmg"

Close to Downtown & Cam us
.* 1, 2, 3 & 4 BdrmApts .

* Single rooms starting at $179/12mo Tease
• Dishwashers

• Microwaves

• Air Conditioners
• Security

• Laundry Facilities
• Reserved Parking

Sun,mer Jobs In
The.Twin Cities
Find and apply for summer jobs
without leaving campus ...

JOBIIUNTER.

www.pioneerplanet.com/jobhunter
• IT'S FREE • IT'S EASY
• APPLY DIRECTLY TO JOBS ONLINE
• ALL TYPES OF JOBS AVAILABLE
No internet access? Pick up the.Sunday
edition of the Pioneer Press for listings!

Questions? Call 1-800-950-9080 x2109
\11111111(, 101'\ ui/1 /Jc /hied tp11I 27 011011'-:/J /1111< I i

+-'EX
:;__
C_
EL_P
_r-op_e_rty
- -1 · NOW LµSINGI

Mgmt. Inc.

• 4 beaoQlllapts.
• 8 calT1JUS locetioos
.• 1V. & phone jacks
i'l al beaoorns: .
• ~ age bath
roomsw/2 shoY.lels
• l.aLnay facil"lties
Now leasing
• P!r1<irg, carports.
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
garages
for June and August. • Dishwashers
•Micrt7.lvaws,&more

FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING

251-6005

18"

Stop by our career Fair on Wednesday, May 13th between
1:00 and 6:00 pm c1t the St. Cloud Eagles Club (730 41st
Ave. N.). We look for ward to meeting you!

®
JEANE THORNE INC.
"The Civilized Employment Solution"
\I)

•Your school year is finally conting•to an end and it's time to think
about enjoying the summer that lies ahead! How would you like
the opportunity to join a top-notch company that can offer you a
flexible sunuher schedule and great pay starting at SS.00 an houri
•We have full and part-time opportunities in a variety of office
support positions such as customer service, accounting, administrative and legal assistants, word processing receptionist and dataentry. If you're looking for experience and exposure as you begin
your career search, then call J(;lane Thorne today!

•Scholarship Opportunities
Great Pay Starting at $8.00 An Hour
•Full and Part-time Employment
•Flexible Staffing

Minneapolis 321-9488
St. Paul 223-8920
Eagan 454-9171
Roseville 697-1797
Crystal 537-8803
Eden Praire 944-2911
www.jeanethorne.com
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_Simonson swff¥ way into nationah
Junior golfer Jessica Simonson heads to Michigan for nationals •

by Rob LaPlante
SPORTS EDITOR

·"

While many students are
, logking forward to the end of
thr school year, at least one
SCSU student _is_ preparing for

something . other than a final

exam.
Junior golfer Jessica Simonson
is cui'rently in Grand Rapids, Mich.
preparing for this year's NCAA
Division ,II and ID National
Championships~
Simonson,
a
native
of

Centerville, Minn., is the sixth region's top team, which went to
golfer to represent SCSU in the past Mankato State OniVersity.
seven years.
This year's nationals takes place
Kerry Brodt, Missy Pickar and at the Meadows Golf Club, hosted
SilTI.onson, each have appeared at · by the University of Grand Valley
nationals twice, which takes State in Michigan.
three of. tt,e top golfers in the
Sixty-three golfers from D-ll
Midwest region, along with the and m schools will compete and

Simonson's golf coach Anne Theis,
said she's excited about returning to
the national championships.
"It's exciting for (Simonson)
and me, because we both get to
make the trip to nationals'," Theis
said. "I've seen a . constant
improvement in her game through
the course of three years, and
this season, she has brought
a positive attitude each time . out
and has improved her game
dramatically."
Simonson had been averaging a
score of 83 last Fall, and last
weekend at the North Central
Conference meet in Sioux Falls,
S.D., she shot a field best scory of

76.

Shane Opat;/Pnoro mrrOR -

SCSU junior golfer Jessica Simonson practices her tee shot Thursday afternoon at the Wapicada Golf Course. Simonson led lhis
spring's women's golf squad, and her efforts landed her a spot at this year's nationals, in Grand Rapids, Mich.

Simonson was unavailable for
commenl, but wheq asked wtiat her
strongest aspects are on the golf
course, Theis said the long game is
her biggest asset.
"Her definite strong part is her
ability to put a lot of distance on the .
ball," Theis said. "She has some
work to do on her putting game and
that has been one weak spot for her
this spring."
Still, Theis said she thinks the
best is yet to come for her junior
golfer, who will captain next
season's women's squad.
"She's worked hard on that
(putting) ·all spring and when she's
been on, her scores have been in the
'70s," Theis said. "If she continues
her improvement in that area, I feel
that will take her game to another
level next year."
The nationals will tee•off
Tuesday and resume through Friday
night.

Elite Eight Tourney falls two win~ short for SCSU
Augustana knocks off
SCSU at North Central
Regional Tournament
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR .

What comes around

goes around.

One weekend after the SCSU softball
team captured its first · ever North Central
Conference championship, by defeating
Augustana College in the championship
game, "the roles were reversed at this
weekend's
North
Central
Regional
Championships.
Augustana defeated the Huskies twice this
past weekend, and advanced to the Elit~ Eight
Championships in Pensacola, Fla., after·a 3.J
victory Saturday afternoon · in Sioux Palls,

S.D.

.

Augustana was aided by the bat of Heidi
Kriech, after she blasted a two.run fourth
inning homer over the left field fence, which
gave the Vikings a 3.Q advantage.
The Huskies would stage·a seventh inning
rally, which produced a run, ·but with the
bases loaded and two outs, the game and the
season would come 10 an end after

sophomore catcher Alison Huselid would "I thoug~t we could pull it out, but t
ground -out to shortstop.
·
tournament was held at their (Augustana)
Senior third baseman Jody Brueske said place and like anything, the home field
the Huskies had their Chances off Augustana advantage was in their favor."
starting pitcher Kelly Connolly, but the
The only game the Huskies would win
during the weekend came in Friday's 2-1 win
chances came too littl~ too late.
"(Connolly) wasn't throwing anything over the University of Nebraska•Omaha.
special," Brueske said.
·
SCSU senior third
"We were hitting the bJl.ll
baseman Jody Brueske
hard off her, but in the
would
provide
the
first game, we were
winning run in the top of
hitting the ball right at
. the I0th inning, after
people and in the second
belting her second game
game, we started our rally
winning homer in as .
too late- in the game,
many weeks.
which cost us."
Last
weekeiid,
In the first meeting of
Brueske belted a game-the weekend, the Huskies
winning homer ~gainst
lost a }.Q contest, in
Augustana
in
the
which the Vikings scored
ch"mpionsh~p game.
,!ociy Brueske
the winning run in_,extra
This past weekend,
il1Dings, on a sacrifice fly.
Brueske·s homer sent the
SCSU SENIOR INFIELDER
to
the
Sophomore pitcher - - - - - - - - - - Huskies
Karissa Hoehn suffered
championship
game
the loss, despite pitching 10 innings and against the same Vikings.
allowing one run, which was unearned.
"For her to hit the game winning homer
Head Coach Paula U'Ren said the was unbelievable," U'Ren said. '.'With her
Huskies had a good showing, b11t Augustana being a senior, it was a good moment for her
to end her career on."
was just a bit better than the Huskies:
"Auggie came out and put the hits
Brueske said the homer wis one of few
together when they needed too," U'Ren said. highlights from the weekend.
·

My freshman year,
I only dreamed of
making it to
regionals. ·

"I was happy I came througl: for us again,
but I was pretty bumrr.ed alx>ut the weekend,"
Brueske said. ''On the home run, I knew we
had ourthree•four.five hitters behind me and
with the wind blowing out and the fences
being shorter, I was just trying to ~it the ball
hard and lt wound up g_Qing oul"
The win set the stage for th~ Huskies
playing the Vikings in the ·cha,npionship
game, having to beat them twice Saturday in
order to advaiice to the Elit'! Eight.
Aft.er failing in Li.e first gaine, the season
ended for SCSU, which ended the year with a
recor.:! of 42•14.
Despite a noo story book ending, the
playe,-s were still in good spirits.
"'The whole year, we put forth H)O.. percent
effort," Brueske said. "My freshman year, I
on1y drt"..amed of roiling il to regionals and
this year we accomplished that. I think
next year's tf!a1r, will be a great team as
Wei.• Me and Arigie Pike were t~e ·on!y
two senior:; o;. this year's team and malcing
it to iegionals was a huge confidence
, booster."
·
''Or goal from the outset was to beat the
NCC teams, which we had trouble with last
season," U'Ren said. "We had a great year
and broke a lot of records, but after
Satimtay's game, I toicl our pk;,rers t::, keep
their iler.ds up higto ."
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Ewings makes Jina{ Whitlock 1ands prestigi.offl honor
Honors continue
'll'flce memo'l/',1 ble
for former SCSLJ
I vt,

I vt,

by Sean Lafavor
STAFF WRITER

Senior Bob Ewings couldn't ask
for a better way to end his college
track career.
This past weekend, Ewings
qualified at the North Central
Conference
tournament,
to
participate in.the NCAA track meet
May 21-23 ifl Edwardsville, Ill.
Ewings' times in the 100-meter
and 200-meter dashes (10.53
seconds and 21.17, respectively),
were both good enough to earn him
first place at the meet, an,d to send
him to the national meet
"(Ewings) had a fantastic meet,"
said SCSU Head CQach Tracy Dill.
"He won three events, which is
pretty outstanding considering the
level of competition in our
conference."
Ewings also ran on the Huskies'
4x100 relay team that included
sophomores Mark Dean and Larry
Miller, and freshman Chris Barth.
That foursome won the event with
a 1ime of 41.26 seconds, and
also qualified for 'the NCAA
meet.
Other SCSU athletes who
qualjfied were sophomore Mike
·Pooler in the 400 meter hurdles
(52.83 seconds), senior Joe Seifert
in the highjump6-9.75, Travis Zins
in the shot put 54-4, and senior
Carey Meinert, who took third in
1he women's JOO-meter high
hurdles with a time of 14.53
seconds.
"I made it last year in the tOO
and 200," Ewings said. "Last year I
didn't make the finaJs in either, but
it's looking pretty good this year. I
should be able to make the finals
and place at nationals. rm excited
to get there."

As a team, the men's squad
collected 90.0 points and finished
third at the NCC meet That's the
highest they have ever finished at
an outdoor championship. North
Dakota State University won the
meet with 188.5 points, and the
Unive·rsity of South Dakota took
second with 175.5.
The women's tt!am finished
eighth with 34.5 points. At the top,
USD and NDSU swapped spots,
with the Coyotes of USO winning
witp .172.5 points, and the Bison
firushing second with 162.0.
~ In the men's pole vault, SCSU
teammates and roommates Jed
Bergstrom and Tim Koupal (both
freshmen) battled for the top spot,
and. actually needed a jump off to
decide the . outc?me. Berg~trom
cleared a height of 15-09.75 m the
end, and Koupal could not matchthe jump.
"(The NCC meet) is the last
meet 9f the "year, so you pretty
much have nothing to lose,"
Ewings said ef the 1eam's
perfonnance. "We all felt really
confident in what we could do, and
everybody was psyched up and
ready to go."
Ewings' run in the 200-meter
dash was IOOthofasecondshortof
a school record. The record was set
in 1995 by Keith Williams, but Dill
was quick to point out that
Williams' ' run was wind-aided,
while ihis weekend in Sioux City
there was no wind at all to aid
Ewings' run.
"It was a personal best for me,"
Ewings said. "I was so focused I
don't even remember the race. I had
to look at it like it could be the last
time I ever ran a 200-meter race,
because I ran that time I hadn't run
:e~~~::~.t, me to nationals. I just

basketball star
by Sean Lafavor
STAFF WRITER

Over the last two seasons, Sean
Whitlock has been one of the
players that the SCSU basketball
team looked
to whenever
they needed
a big play.
Whitlock
is a senior
and will be
graduating in
a couple of
weeks,
closing out a SEAN WmnOCK
great
AsHE AWARD RECIPIENT"
basketball
career that
began five years ago when he was a
medicaJ redshirt at the University of
Minnesota, where he had originally
gone to play. Whitlock this year
was named to the All-North Central
Conference first team, and was the

second leacting scorer on the learn
with 454 pomts, and led the team
with 163 assists.
.
Last week, Whitlock was
honored once again, when Black
Issues In Higher Education
magazine named him an Arthur
Ashe, Jr. Sports Scholar award
winner. The award is given to 28
players nationwide, those players '
competing at all levels of college
basketball, including NCAA
Division I, II, and ill, and also
NAIA and NJCAA,
"It's a grea1 honor," Whitlock
said. "(The award) reflects the hard
work you put in as both a student
and an athlete. I'm very proud,
and it's something I can look back
on later in life as something I
~id;'
Along with center and fellQ.W
senior Jon Hinzman, Whitlock
helped lead the Huskies to a second
place NCC finish, thier highest in
ten years, and a 17-10 record
overall.
The Ashe award was established
to honor the late tennis great who
died in 1993 Of AIDS. Ashe was an
active promoter of minority
athletes.
Athletes named as winners of

the· Ashe award demo?strate
excellence on the court, m the
classroom
(3.20
grade-point
average or better), and are active
members of their communities.
Whitlock, along with the rest of the
Huskies, spends some of his free
time helping children in the St.
Cloud area
"We run a ba&ketball camp for a
lotofthekids,"Whitlocksaid. "We
get them into the games for free.

And in the SJJmmer, we work with
some kids down at.South Side Park.
Just ~gs like that to try to keep
them out of trouble."
Duritig his career at SCSU,
Whitlock collected 1,220 points
(Jlth on the Huskies' all-time list),
461 assists, 163 steals (3rd all-time
in both categories), and 120 threepoin1 field goals.
·
Whitlock said he wants to be
reme·mbered at SCSU as a
competitor.
"I want people to remember that
I went out to win every game,"
Whitlock said.
A criminal justice major,
Whitlock hopes after graduation
this spring to go to law school and
continue his basketb!).11 career in
some way.

.FOR GROUPS AND INfRAMURAL TEAMS
T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND JACKETS
WITH ·A FULL LINE OF HOCKEY EQUIPMENf
2018

8th St.

N.

St.

Clo~d

NIKE
C C M

!!!

EASTON
JOFA
KO.HO
CHRISTAN

•

(320)

252-2600

ITECH
BAUER
MONTREAL
TACKLA
SHER-WOOD
LOUISVILLE
DOUGLAS ·

Available 98·99 Scbaol Year
4 BDRM APTS

IJ1keside

Quiet, Convenient locations

~:E

... at Newman

Universit» Square II

The Catholic Church o·o carnpu~.

Starting at $175

NOW HIRING IN
THE TWIN CITIES

I

CATHOUCCAM>IJSW&STRV

MASS : SATURDAY: S:30 P.M.
SUNDAY : 9 A.M .. 11:l';, A.M . a. 8 P.M .
MASS 8. EVENTS INFORMATION: 251 - 3261
OFFICE : 251-3260

✓ Off Street Parking

✓ Laundry

✓ Controlled Access

✓ Air Conditioning

✓

✓

Dishwasher
✓ Microwaves

✓ Ind.Locked

Bdrm§

Mini Blinds
✓ Heat/Water Paid
✓ On Site Caretaker

HOUSEPA!NTERS

Great Full-time
Summer Job
Opportunities
• Crew managers & painters needed
• Excellent

Call ~ T o d a , ! !

25J-1 I 00

pay & incentives

• 4 day work week

• No experience necessary & pd. \raQ1g
•Year ~ und employment
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Individua]s highlight_year in sports
Another sports year has passed at SCSU,

players.
Both Christine Williamson and Tina •
Schreiner were name<i, to the All-NCC Team
and Williamson was named the NCC
Freshman of the Year, as she finished second
in the conference in scoring and blocked
respective champion~hips.
shots.
This _past spring
On the ice, the hockey squad advanced to
quarter, we had the
the Final Five T'Ollmament for the fourth
TALKIN'THE
time in the past five yehrs.
luxury to watch the
TALK
men's tennis team
The Huskies were led all season by the
bring home the North
play of their senior goaltender Bri{UI Leitza,
Central Conference
whose play landed him a spcit on the
championship, for the
Western Collegiate Hockey Association's
second consecutive
second team.
Leitza set school goaltending records this
season.
The women's tennis
season for most career wins, shutouts,
team showed signs of
games played an,d even assists. ,
brilliance and finished
For the second consecutive season, the
·hockey team saw one of its prized
the season tied for
second place with
underclassmen drop out of college and
pursue a career in the NHL.
Mankato State
BY ROB
University.
Sop_homore defenseman Josh DeWolf
LAPLANTE
But, the biggest
tied for the team lead in scoring (9 goals, 9
assists) for blueliners. After the season was
highlight this spring
over, he joined the ranks of Mau Cullen and
came from the softball team, which finished
the season 42-14 and was ranked as high as
Mark Parrish, and signed a professional
seventh in the nation.
contract with the New Jersey Devils.
One of the biggest reasons for the
Hats go off to the SCSU swimming and
success of this year's softball team was "the
diving teams, particu larly the divers on.both
performance of sophomore pitcher Karissa
the men's and women's squads.
Hoehn, who finished the season with a
The diving squads sent five players to
· nationals this past season, including juniors
record of 30-6.
Hoehn's efforts landed -her a spot on this
Jeremy Frye, Mary Ahlin and Kari Goebel
years All-NCC first teai:n and was named the along with seniors Ryan Bucher and Sarah
NCC's Most Valuable Player.
Loquai.
Hoehn broke SCSU single season
Ahlin set Divison II records in both the
pitching records in wins, innings pitched,
one-meter and three-meter diving events at
this year's nationals.
strike outs, shut outs and earn.eel run
average.
On the football field, Mike McKinney
Hoehn was not the only player to make
gained All-America status after setting
noise in the NCC this year.
several single season receiving records.
Senior center Jon Hinzman helped the
McKinney helped the Huskies on both
men's basketball team to a second place
the football field and baseball diamond.
I know iis impossible to cover all the
finish in the NCC, and his efforts both
offensively and defensively earned him the
years happenings in this amount of space
~ NCC's Most Valuable Player honor.
and I apologize for the teams and players we
Hinzman averaged 20 points per game
left out, but Karissa Hoehn is not only the
NCC's MVP, but she is also lfniversity
and grabbed IO rebounds per game, and
helped the Huskies to their highest finish in
Chronicle S MVP for her efforts this season.
nearly a decade.
With players like Hoehn, McKinney,
File photo
While the .women's basketball team
Ahlin and the number of other athletes
mentioned
in this story, we can be as.sured
made
a
drastic
improvement
from
the
prior
SCSU senior center Jon Hinzman was one of many SCSU highlights this sports
year as far as wins and losses go, the biggest next year will be just as exciting.
year, after being named the NCC's Most Valuable Player.
reason was the play of a j,air of first-year
and while many teams endured their share
of success and failures, the headline remains
that of the individual accomplishments.
Our hats at the University Chronicle
sports staff go off to the teams that won their

Thinking about selling your
books back before semesters ...

~THINK
,~
AGAIN!
• Save, your books for the Fall
Book Exchange & resell them
for more money

Apollo,Sec
Why not store

youd5elongings
, ,ins(ead of.
hauling them
home?!
Call Today!
251-G34

• Over 7 5% of bo~ks are being
reused next fall
·

§

.f!5J

• The Book Exchange will start
the first day of classes fall
semester in the Atwood Bal/room

For more information .call
the Student Book Exchange,

654 ... 5544
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BOOKS
BRING THEM TO
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SCIO BOOKSTORE
ON CAMPUS
Extended Hours:
Wed.·Thur.
Fri.
Mon.-Thur.

May 18-14
May 15
May 18-21

7:45 am - 8:00 pm
7:45 am - 4:30 pm
7:45 am - 8:00 pm

Congratulations,
Kristin, on being selected as one of two
Meyer Telemarketing and SCSU Scholarship
·
award winners!
If you'd like to be on the same winning team as Kristin,
stop by during our

Spring Open House.
e

-Wednesday May 13th
12 p.m. -to 6 p.m.
11 Sixth Avenue North
/Just a half block north of Herbergers)

Free pop, cookies, ice cream and
a Susan B. Anthony bonus dollar.
- Start immediately, or interview now and start in June.
- $7.00/ hr. after your two week training period.
- Best part-time job in St. Cloud!

Call 259-4050 for more information,
or stop by Wednesday.

M E Y E

R , ✓n,••

TELEMARKETING

EOE

15

,

==ce....____....,,.._

Left, Deborah ,....-~--~------;-,:;JJttl!''Dl!llll!llllllllll■ll!!llll■■I
Cuauhtemoc . I
dances with the
Cuauhtemoc
Danzantes
before
the
second grand
entry. Below
left, Wanesia
Spry, SL Cloud,
dances jingle
dress. Right,
Valerie
Sheehan,
Minneapolis,
was the lead
female dancer.

The fifth annual traditional
SCSU powwow took place
Saturday in Halenbeck Hall
Main Gym. The celebration
was sponsored by the SCSU
American Indian Center, First
People, and MEChA.

Hideki Hashimoto!SrAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Above, Joe Alterbach draws a picture on the board of Powwow lnkshed in Halenbeck Hall main
gym Saturday afternoon. lnkshed encourages people to share their feelings on the board. Righ~ _L__ _ _ _ _ _
Robert Grey Wolf participates as a tradttional dancer.
Hi,J,ki Hashimoto/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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by Melissa Gilman

biology major, and
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sophomore Trevor

Esterberg ~ all SCSU studen~ who spin ·
records on KVSC's Technodome Thursday

DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Dancers· move against a thick blanket of
smoke and dust beneath the tlashing light of
a mirrorbaJI. A tall man with bleach blonde
hair stands in front of a colored spot light

moving his hands in an intricate interplay in
time to the music.
A small group gathered in the back room
of Bravo Burritos to hear DJs Ken Earley and
Keith Schoeler, a.le.a. DJ Beef, spin records
Friday night.
.
·
Earley, a sophomore and elect~cal
engineering major, Schoeler, a •junior and

Sophomore Ken Earley uses
Drum'N'Bass music by Dom and
Optical to scratch and match beats
with in his apartment Sunday
afternoon. Earley has been a DJ for two
years and can be heard every Thursday
from midnight to 2 a.m. on KVSC's
Technodome.

nights.
•
They play what is generically called
techno, but each DJ has his own style of
music he likes to play.
"In high school I Was into rap and hip hop
and I listened to techno at parties. Then I met
Ken and Sal and bought turntables," Schoeler
said. He has been spinning for seven
months and prefers playing Trance
music.
Esterberg became interested in electronic
music after he started to go to raves and First
Avenue with friends.
"I haven't been ·playing that long yet. I
just bought turntables in December. I usually
like to play ·Ghetto-house or Tech-house,"
Esterberg said.
Earley has been playing for the longest
time, two years.
"I joined the _army and went to a bunch
of raves in qennany," Earley said.
For music listeners not accustomed
to electronic music it may all sound ,-he same,
Schoeler said. But Earley said the point of
the music is different than that of Top 40
songs.
There may not always be lyrics or
an easily recognizable melody, which are
traits often associated with hit songs.
"When yoil make the music flow it keeps
the energy flowing too," Earley said.
Sometimes people · ask Earley or his
friends to play at their house parties.
"We always say we only play our own music.
We don't take requests," Earley said.

A scratch record called Gorilla Beats and Scratches is used by Ken Ea~ey for
effects as he pracUces at his home.
This is the difference between the kind of · they decide they are willing to spend
DJing the SCSU students play and that off the money.
a wedding reception DJ.
The electronic music scene is still not
Spinning records consists of playing huge in St. Cloud. The audience continues to
one record. listening to a second record expand, however, through live shows at
through headphones, getting the beats places like Bravos and KVSC carrying the
and volume to match and then mixing the two sounds or St. Cloud DJs to the campus and
together.
· beyond.
Buying the equipment needed to spin
"Best Buy and Electric Fetus are carrying
can be expensive. A set of good turntables more Drum'n'Bass and trance albums, but
cost upwards of$500. Some people will play you'll always have to search for the
on their friend's tables for awhile until underground Stuff," Earley said.

America's LARGEST outdoor vocal
music festival!

t

'

A

'£lr,;_faf}

/J.h1"J;} ~~
'ta.-,
LA Confidential
May 14-17, 7 ·p.m.
Atwood Tl:).tatre
Admittance w/ SCSU ID

;9

~..//w,

June 13, 14-1998
College of Saint Benedict
St. Joseph, MN
Tickets at First American Bank
Locations in MN, ND, WI
Danll.ing • lnveatmants • Trnst • lnsur<mce

Info: 320.259.1199
www.bigsingusa.com

t.'JDIMID!
.. ,.... a -~
~

American Sign Language in Clay by
Helene Oppenheimer
Through May 15, Atwood Ballroom
Display Cases
Musical Paintings by Djahangir Pirasteh
May 18--August 27
Opening reception May 18, 7 p.m.
Atwood Gallery
Gallery Hours: M-F, 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Closed on breaks and holidays

Section 30 and Grove Patrol
May 12, 8 p.m.
The Quarry

.

11h

Paid for ~y your student activity fee dollars
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Art, education students collaborate
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

Two departments on campus

have joined forces t~ create a better
environment for some students.
The art education and education
departments are working together
on a program that will add a little
color and some meaning to the
Education Building. Signs and

collages based on _students essays
now decorate the walls and point
• the way for future teachers.

eight different categories, including but felt . it was imJ)Ortant for the
community, life skills, curiOsity, design, students to be involved in
and communication, and assigned the uruque and necessary effort.
them to different partS of t,he
''The Education Building is
building.
definite"ly a place of need,"
"It's more than just a signage Christensen said. "It 's not just
system,"
another building.
Christensen
••
It's the place
said. "It's art ===◄•-~==,= where
future
with
issues
teachers are being
students
educated."
themselv"es
Be}'ond just
brought up."
designing
the
This was
signs,
the

, ;.'.The project serves as a model
for"' working together," said Keith
Christensen, professor of the

graphic art class, Designing Publi_c
Art 421.
The advanced graphic design

class created 18 signs and a collage
for the Education Building, u.sing
education students' essays about

their philosophies on education and
the future of teaching. They created

~~s~Slen~~~e
~~:ca~;~ the

It's art with issues
Students
themselves
brought up.
. Keith

graphic

~~~i~is

Christensen

!~~ie~~:pon;~~~
~f;na;:ses~~1~i;!
in other places,

~~~~~i;!me~~~~

c~ar~~
PROFESSOR OF GRAPHIC
time tackling
DESIGN
promoting
the
a
large
_
project
and
project. He said he found it difficult documenting every step of it.
to do everything in just one quarter,
''The teamwork was amazing,"

Adam Sorenson, junior, said.
The students were bro_ken up
into teams, each handling a
different aspect of the work. Also,
eacb of the students wrote their own
philosophies on education, making
the experience more personal.
"We wanted to avoid using the
philosophies of the great thinkers,"
Christensen said. "We tried to keep
it local."'
According 10 Sorenson, the
biggest difficulty with the project
was communication between the
design students and the education
students.
"What they wanted and what we
were thinking was always up in the
air," the student said. "In the end, it
all worked out, though."
Another problem was trying to
do everything Jn IO weeks.
"We had 1o·scale back a bit, but
we kept the essentials;" Christensen
said.

The project is not finished,
either. The stuclents are setting up a
web site devoted to their work, and
are working on a booklet !hat will
contain the students' essays, the
designs used and reflections of the
studel)ts.
With the support of the College
of Etlucation, and the contributions
of the 17 students, all aspects of the
project came together and the
students learned about more lhan
just design.
.
"I think what we did serves as a
model for future collaborative
works," _. Christensen said, who
would ' like
to
continue
collaborating
with
other
departments.
After catching the interest of
many people on campus and
throughout the community, it is
evident that there will be more
projects for future design classes lO
look forward to.

Link 80 living the rock·· and roll dream
by Betsy Cahill
Music CRITIC ·

reach the tender age of 20.
Link 80 played at the Java Joint in
Man.:h, to a small, young crowd and put on
an lively performance. I was captured by
their enthusiasm and energy
throughout the show. After their
set, I talked to Stoney, the lead
singer, about lheir performance and
proceeded to ask for the name of
the band's management so I could
contact them later for an interview.
To my surprise, members of Link
80 offered their home phone
numbers, instead of referring me to

Every kid dreamstJfbeing a rock star.
Let's face it, being paid to act
crazy in front of a microphone
sounds like a dream job to many
of us. Maybe it is the chance to
be "bigger than Jesus," as John
Lennon said about the Beatles,
that gives the music industry
such glamour. The idea of a life
filled with "sex, drugs a·nd
rock'n'roll" is another phrase

~:::~~:~~~

th at c;::~;;;~~~ance<fin front LIL----'---"-=-'
7o"~n~a;d:;;~d.
of our mirrors trying to imitate Gene
friendly and eager to be interviewed
Simmons and Ace Frehley on ou( air guitars,
When, I called Stoney last week, his mom
we realized maybe we weren't cut out for
answered the phone.
.
the music business.
I had spent two months trying to get a
Link 80 is lucky.
hold of the band. Their schedule had been
They are having fun and living the life
filled with shows and the"y had time for little
every kid dreams of having. Link 80 is
else. The youngest mem~rofthe band,
touring Europe this summer and this comes • Aaron, had to tum to home schooling
before the majority of the band members
because the ~and's show schedule had

obscure cover songs. Stoney said Link 8-0
had a style of their own. For him, their
musical style was more about having fun
and not confining themselves to any
particular style.
,
The lyrics to the songs on Killing Katie
are dark. and seem to contrast the fury of the
music.
'The lyrics were all by Nick," Stoney
explained. "He was troubled and stuff."
Despite the loss of their lead singer, Link
80 has learned to move on and continue
their success. Jil the wave of the rapidly
building fan base they have been acquiring,
Link 80 has managed to keep themselves
grounded.
For Link 80, music isn't about image, but
ralher about having fun. The challenge lhey
face is to try to maintain this attitude. Link
80 is living the dream we all had as kids.
While things didn't go exactly as they had
planned with the dealh of their lead singer,
they have been able to keep moving upward.
I believe we will be hearing a lot more from
Link 80 in the future.

become too hectic to fit in high school as
well, Stoney explained.
Stoney first started as a roadie for the
band and for two years and was content in
hauling around equipment. Sadly, Link 80's
original lead singer, Nick, died in a drugrelated incident, and the band was left
without a front person. Earlier this year,
Stoney stepped up and took over the lead
singing duties.
Link 80 released both an EP and LP on
Asain Man Records in 1997. Before that,
they did several vinyl and cas~tte !"eleases
on various small labels. In August, the band
is planning on recording anoth"er fu ll-length
album, the first with Stoney's lead vocals On
it.
Stoney gave me a copy of their EP,
Killing Katie. It is a 20-minute gala of punk,
ska and hardcore styles. The highlight of the
disc is Link 80s crazy cover of Buffalo
Springfield's "For What it's Worth."
Stoney explained that Nick had enjoyed
doing crazy things, especially in the studio,
and often times the band does indulge in

@Tiffi£/
to Learn.
Sc. Cloud Technictl College offers over
100 educ:itional options in a variety
· ·
of program lengths
lf yo u"d ·like more information or to enroll.
ca ll our Admi~sions Office at

(320) 654-5089.or
1-800-222-1_0 09 ext. 5089.

Great Jobs; Great Pay, Great Lomtions and Great Benefrts - T UI T I ON
REIMBURSEMENT,.referrai ms, vacation, bolllses and NO LAY OFFS!!
-

OMANPONER 6t

~

Gmd'o~·

1-800-321-5411 or 320-251-1924

Midtown Office Building
3400 1st Street North, Suite
101
St.Cloud,MN
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841:
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages.

C~sifietls ·

NEED A FURNISHED APT.?
~~~ 1~15~oommates? Gall us today!

Policies:·

WE HA~~T?; ~~fP~~~'\-bdrm.

• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday!s
edition.
•Prices: five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
•Classifieds will not be ac~epted via phone ;,nless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads c~n be purchased !n Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
doot. . Notices are fr(;e and run according to t~e amount of space.
For more information, call Brend~ Herubin, classifieds manager, available. at 2553943 .or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.

2-BDRM. $205/mo.

apts. with various floor plans and

Forestview apts. S.E. location
Campus Clipper bus line. On-stte
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parking/plug-in included. 654-8300.

amenities. Choose your size and
style.·Basic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
65;4-8300.
-V-IE_W_A_L_L_O_F_O_U_R_L-OCATIONS

~- & 2-BDRM. APTS.
. on the, web, scsuhousing . com.
available for mature students in Campus Management.
·
quiet building. 12-month lease _only.
STILL LOOKING?
Call 240-9483,
quiet, spacious 1-,2- & 4-bdnn. apts.
FORESTVIEW
.
. _in 8-plex. Free private rese,ved
large 1· & 2-bdrm. apts. Fre< parking. Laundry, heat pd., $360·
reserved pan<ing with plug-ins.

$430. 251-6969.

Quiel, walk-in closets. On bus line.
Heal and water po., $360-$430/m<.
251-6969.

-~======-

2·BDRM.
in four-plex by ·Halenbeck Hall.
SummerAall. Call 251-8941. ·

4-BDRM. APTS.
2 locations, 1 & 2 baths, heat pd.,
newer carpeting, parking. Excel
Mgmt. 251-6005.

OLYMPICII .
3 to 4-bdrms. Near hockev center. 4·
bdrm. split units with twci full baths.
DW, micro., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.
WALK TO CLASS
single rooms avail. 1 blk. to campus,
free heat, water etc. Ind. lease, only
$175/mo. 654-8300.
EFFICIENCIES AND 1·BDRM.
APTS.
close to downtown and SCSU, heat
po., Riverside P,op. 25-1-8284, 251·
9418,
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $200-$235/mo. ea<h. Call
252-2633.
NO MORE ROOMMATES
1 and 2-bdrm. Quiet area. On bus
line. Free parking, heat , water, etc.
$180/mo. 654-8300.

1· AND 2·BDRM. APTS.

dose to SCSU. Heat po., on bus
line. R_
iverside Properties. 251·
8284, or 251-9418.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrm:-units across from campus.
Clean quality living. DW, A/C, heat
pd. Contact Equity Investments, Jeff
. 1 420-1290, or251-8284.
M& MAPTS.
now renting for '98-'99 school year.
4-bdrm. apts., all lresh~ updated.
259-9434.
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VISIT us ON THE WEB!
Select Prop www.rent.n'et/ads/se!ect

RAVINE APTS.
Fall 1998. 253-7116.
CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdrms. with 2 fu!I baths.
Extra storage. DW, garages,
security. Heat pd. 253-1154.

1-BDRM. $200/MO. 2-BDRM. AT
2-BDRM, APTS,
$240/MO;
very nice, newly remodeled, $275
• $295/m<. ea. 1-yr. lease. 1 blk. to · in 3-bdrm. , 1 bath -house located on
Northside.
Avail.
imm.
campus. Call Greg, 267-3291,
heat/water/util./lrash removal not
25.416(), N/A255-1274,
included. 255-2082.
3-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, $245 each, 1-yr. lease, 1
blk to campus. Call Greg, 2673291 , 25H160, N/A255-1274.
SINGLE ROOM
male, female, summer or fall. 1 blk.
to campus, on 5th Ave.
Very nice, 267-3291 or 255-1274.

1·BDRM. APT. AVAIL. 611
quiet, upper duplex near Lake
YOUF!CHOICE
· George. Cable, heat, water, parking
6 St.Cloud ·Iocations. 1-,2· and 1- included. No smoking. Reference.
bdrm. apts. Various . iloor plans. $350/m<. 255-5323.
Starting at $175/m<. 654-8300.
TAKE A BREAK
AFFORDABLE
, let us find an apt. that's right for you. ,
4-bdrm. apts., Westview, close to 1,2 and 4-bdrm. avail. Call 654new SCSU library, heat pd., AIC, 8300.
ow. 251-8284, 251-9418.
MICHIGAN PLACE
WE CARE
1-bdrm. spacious, French balconies.
your satisfaction is our No.1 goal. 1- . 1 bath. Quiet S.E. location. On bus
2- and 4-bdrm. apts. In great line. Heat pd., A/C, $405/mo.
community. Call 654-8300.
·
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
ATTRACTIVE 4-BDRM. APTS.
heat pd., parking, laundry, A/C,
SCSU ciose. Hurry few left. Excel,
251-6005.
DRINK A COLD ONE
while we do the work for you. Our
rate us #1. Call today 654-

::,is

FEMALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM.
APT.
on 5th Ave. Non-smoking. Starting
Jun.e or August. 259-9434.
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdnn. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
ceiling fan, DW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.

CARE FREE LIVING
enjoy the finer things in life. We do
all the work for you. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
SINGLE ROOM MAL~EMALE
$190/m<. Avail. immediately. 1 blk.
to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or
251-4160.
HALENBECK APTS.
now renting for summer and fall.
Two full bathrooms, 4-bdrm. apts.
259-9434.

ROOMMATE NEEDED JUNE 1
to live with female and gay male in
3-bdrm. apt. Call 249-8496, leave
message, lots of extras! Huge
rooms.
,
·
MALE OR FEMALE ROOMMATE
house on 3rd Ave. blck. away from
cmpus. $233/mo. 1yr. lease. Free
parking, heat po. Call Anisia 251·
3589.

4-BDRM.APT.
2-car garage, with opener, heat,
laundry, central air & city util.
included. $200/mo. each. Avail.
Sept. 1st. 259-5671.
HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 bll(. from campus on
6th. Heat, micro., TV, telephone in
each bdrm. 240-0679, 250-0679.
SINGLE ROOMS FOR MALE
STUDENTS
summer rates $99/mo. all util. po.
except phone. Also renting for fall
Call Dave after 5 p.m.,

~~:~t-

HOUSE TO SHARE JUNE AND
JULY
$95/mo., laundry, parking, deyed
rooms, Charlotte 252-9839.
__________
HOUSE FOR WOMEN
- FEMAbEROOMMATES""'" , parking, laundry, ..·,cable: ' keyed
wantedtoshare4-bdrm.house.Call rooms, walking distance. Tammy
240-9594.
252-9839,
·
LARGE EFFICENCY
S.E. location walking distance. Avail.
Fall, $275 plus electric. No smoking,
oo parties. 253-3679.

NOW RENTING
for the 1998-99 school year. 2511814 or scsuhousing.com. Campus
Management.

MALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM. APT.
heat po., close to SCSU, parking,
laundry, DW. Excel Mgmt. 251·

ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
4-bdrm. apt OW, A/C. 240-0679, or
2S0-0679.

600S,

-~S.,.M~A.,.LL~1.,.·~BD~Rc-:Mc-.ccH.,-O,-,USc-:Ec-$450/mo., 12-mo. lease starting
June 1. Util., parking.po. 253-6606.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
call today to see an-apt.eff, 3
&4 bdrm. ava_
il. 253-1154 or
www.rent.net/ads/select ~
AVAIL. LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1- and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 251·
8284, or251-9418.

WEST CAMPUS
METROVIEW APTS.
· 4-bdnn. and single rooms avail.
2- and 3-bdrm., close to SCSU, Near Halenbeck, heat included.
decks, DW, heat po., A/C, security Individual leases. $175/mo. 654·
garages, micro., Riverside Prop. 830Q.
251-8284. 251-9418.
PRIVATE ROOMS IN 4-BDRM.
1-BDRM. APT.
APTS.
starting August. 1 blk. from campus. heat pd., DW, micro., NC, intercom
Util., parking included. 259-9434.
entry, parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.

HOUSES/ APT. HOUSES
5-bdrm. for 5-6 people. 8-bdrm. for
4-BDRM. APTS.
9·11 people. 9-bdrm. for 9-10
people. Great SCSU locations, Dan -$19!j/10-mo. lease, $175/12-mo.
lease. Heat and . basic cable
251-1925.
included. 259-9673.
5-BDRM. HOUSE
to share, 1-3 room avail. Free
STATEVIEW
wash/dry, parking. Call Tim 2554-bdrm. units on campus. Two
M & M SUITES
showers, DW, micro., security. Heat 1 room efficiencies avail. summer 0870.
paid. 253-1154.
and fall. A/C, util., cable TV included.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
- - - - - - - - - . 259-9434.
with private bathroom and A/C for
MALE WANTED
4-BDRM. HOUSE
the older student. Util. included.
to share 4-bdrm. apt. near campus.
has rooms for rent. Summer months 706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
Non-smoker. 259-9434.
and/or nexl fall. Near $CSU
campus. $200/mo. plus ulil. For
HOUSE AND APT.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd. more info. call Dawn at 320 285- 4-bdrm. house and a 2-bdrm. apt.
· avail. June 1. 253-8055, or 250Available immediately. Reasonable 4875.
5589.
rent. Short-term leases. Telephone
4-BDRM. APTS.
252-6153, leave a message.
various floor plans. Call 259-9283

UNIVERSITY PLACE
4-bdrm. apt., heat po., DW, micro.,
A/C, parking and carports, laundry.
EPM 251-6005.

BENTONWOOD APTS,
2-bdrm. apts. near Hwy. _10 and 23.
Avail. 6/1 or 8/1. 12-mo. leases
$38Q-$400. 10-mo. leases $440 •
$460. Heat pd., oo bus line, micro.
incl. Dan 251-1925.
·
BEACHWOOD APTS,
avail. 6/1 or 811. 1-bdrm. apts. near
Cobom's. 12-mo. leases $320$350. 10-mo. lease $360-$390. Dan
251-1925.
2- AND 3-BDRM, APTS.
for women. Heat, elec. pd. Parking,
laundry. Close, quiet. 253-0451.

AMENmES PLUS
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, 3 and 4-bdrm., decks, heat po.,
DW, AIC, 1.5 baths, Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.
UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large berms. i:tose lo SCSU and
downtown, heat pd. , OW. Riverside
251-8284, 251-9418.
FEMALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM.
APT.
heat pd., parking, laundry, DW,
intercom entry. Excel Mgmt. 2516005.
.
3-BDRM. APT.
380 5th Ave. S. 3 people $825/mo. 4
people $900/mo. Quality living, Dan
251-1925.
CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
OPENINGS
in 4-bdrm. apts. for lall. Includes
heat, DW, micro., AIC, blinds. 575
• 7th St. S. 252-9226.
_ ._ _ _ _ _ _ __
8-BDRM. HOUSE
3vail. Aug.1. 2 kitchens, 3
bathrooms, washer/dryer, free
parking. _$21!:Jperson. Must have 8
people. Call Apartment Finders,
259-4040.
.
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For Sale

IVY APTS.
4-bdrm. apts., DW, micro., security
and basic cable included. Heat pd.
259·9673.
CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdrms., heat pd,t spacious.
Riverside Property 251-8284, 2519418.
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdrrn., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1

1993 CHEVY SUBURBAN
red, 81,500M. As~ng $15,850 or will
trade. You have to see this one to
believe this price. ·call Harry at 6853123.
FOR SALE 4-BDRM. HOUSE
$45,000, no c 4/d. 10 blks. lo SCCU.
Work done, not fixer upper. 320·253-4887 leave msg . .

block from campus. 253-1154,

GEO METRO LSI 1996
excellent cond. 4-door, low miles.
$5,500 or b/o. Call evenings 2038966. .
~

Select Properties.

UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
, has 4-bdrm. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all w~hin 1 blk. from
'ca'1pus. 240-0679, 250-0679.

1996 KAWASAKI NINJA

only 600M. $2,800 or b/o. Call Soott
529-8280, leave message.

3- & 4-BDRM: APTS. ·
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, free parking
and much more. 253·1154, Select

MUST SEE!!
1985 Trans Am, well taken care of,
mint condition. Asking $5,000 or
8/0. Call 685-3917, ask for Scott.

APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today or see us on the web,

1985 KAWASAKI GPZ
550 moforcycle 15,000M. Great
condition. Carl 253-3335, evenings.

Properties.

scsuhousing.com.
Management, 251-1814.

Campus

65 GALLON AQUARIUM

UNIVERSITY SQUARE II
4-bdrm. apts. avail. now. DW, A/C,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189-$210/mo., plus
parking. Call SM & M 253-1100.
APTS., ROOMS AND
EFFICIENCIES
many styles and locations. One call
rents It all! 253-1154, Select Prop:
CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4bdrm. apts. TV, .telephone in each
bdrm., security, OW, micro., heat.
240-0679, 250-0679.
1 BDRM APT
subi~;.;; ;eeded .$37Wmooth,
mo. lease. 1•mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water gartlage parking inciuded.
Call 654·1854 '
.

includes stand, filter, gravel,
decorations and cleaning kit.
College graduate leaving area
June 1, must sell $300 or best
offer call 202-1630, please
leave message.

WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253·1154.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library sttE! on 4th Ave. ow,
micros., .security, heat pd. 253-1154

Notices
GREAT MUSIC, GREAT STORY!
FREE INTERACTIVE
MULTIMEDIA CS-ROM
"A FATHER & TWO SONS". A story
of love & forgiveness. Order on the
web at www.lovE!ofchrist.org
STEARNS COUNTY PUBLIC
HEALTH
will be sponsoring its monthly
immunization clinics in conjunction
with WIC Clinics in the St. Cloud
area at the locations and times
indicated. The vaccine is provided
by the Minnesota Department of
Health for use in public clinics.
There is a $6 per immunization
donation requested and Medical
Assistance and Minnesota Care can
be billed for those who are eligible.
Appointments are not required but
are requested. To schedule an
appointment, please ca!! Steams
County Public Health at 656-6155
or, if long distance, 1-800-450-5893.

g~~rt~~-2:t~

SUMMER WORK

$12.25 TO START

,:r · ··no ~xperience nfCe~ry. FT/ PT.
Flexible hrs. Scholarships avail. 320
203·1300.

posmoN OPENINGS
two upper elementary teachers.
Long-term subsliMe positions for
'98-'99 School year. Salary, as per
salary schedule. Apply to: Dennis
Fogelson, Superintendent I.S.D.
#306 Roule 2, Box 1 Laporte, MN
56461. Please include letter of
application and credentials.
SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED
for apt. bids., evenings work. Also
cleaning persons. Call Riverside

Property 251·8284.

$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T· 3883 for listings.
GET IT ALL!!
money!
travel!
experience!
friendships! fun! 709-1201.
LARGEST RESIDENTIAL
PAINTING COMPANY IN THE·
NATION
is now hiring painters and job site
managers for the summer. No
experience necessary. Work in your
hometown. $6·$1Mlr. Call 1-612595-8300.

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
SPRING BREAK '98
desperately wanted by infertile, free food and dririks! Cancun,
hopeful parents. All races needed. Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida from
Ages 21 ·30. Compensation $3,500. $399 and up. Organize a small
Please call OPTIONS 800 886- grour;, .& travel FREE! Highest
9373.
commissions & lowest prices! Call
- - - - - - - - - • Surf' & Sun Tours to become a
'HEY, ARE YOU GOING TO
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
SUMMER SCHOOL AND NEED A
WEEKEND JOB?'.
SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/ YOU
Friendship Ventures is hiring camp
CHOOSE!!
sfaff to worf< Fnday 5:30 p.m. - NY, PA, New England. Instructors
Sunday 5:30 p.m. Camps are needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
located near Annandale, just 25 min. basketball, lifeguards, baseball,
S.E. of St. Cloud and Eden Praine. gymnastjcs, sailing, e,c. Ar1ene
Work 2 -12 weekends this summer, Streisand, 1-80D-443-6428.
and could continue next school
year! Work' wtth adults .& kids with
disabilities. Will train. All majors can
Attention
apply, both guys and women
welcome! 1-800-450-8376 EOE
DARE TO BE THIN!
friendl@spacestar.com
Dr. Recommended - student

UVE.JN ATTENDANT
lighf house-keeping and oooking.
Call Chad af 656-9233.

$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, Hl00-218-9000 ext. A·
3883 for listings.

FUN! FUN! FUN!
· summer worf< avail. $475/Wk. fo
SUMMER CAMP STAFF
. start. No experience necessary, due enjoy working and playing outdoors
to company training. Could lead to with children. Swimming, campfires,
part-time work during school year or kayaks, climbing wall and water
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
career
opportunities
after -trampoline. Co-ed yquth camp
PRETEND
graduation. Call 251-0407.
located 30 minutes · S.W. of
"Non physical , reality" ' is a
Minneapolis seeks 40 men and
contradiction of terms. The physical
COUNSELING MAJOR OR
women.
Certified
lifeguards,
universe is all that there can
GRAD. STUDENT DESIRED
program oounselors, envir. ed.
possible be. To be a Christian, you for summer position working as staff . assistants, and arts and crafts
must be homeless and live in
support director in northern instructor.
10-12
wks.
of
groveling
poverty.
(Luke'
Minnesota children's camp. We are employment start June 13. Must be
14:33)(Matt.' ·. ., . • 19:21)(Luke seeking an individual with .the 18 or older. Training provided.
1?,33)(Luke. _11.41)(Matt._ 6. 1~- personality and skills to counsel, Salary plus room and board.
21)(Marf< m23)(Luke 18.22)(Ph1I. guide, supervise and motivate a Preference given to college
3.8)(Luke ;3.11)(Matt. 5.42)(Luke team of 25 college age camp students internships welcome. Call
6:29-30)(Matt. 5:40)(Matt. 10:9- counselors.
Unique
work for app. or interview, 612-474-8085.
10)(Acts 2: 44-45) Dare to question. environment allows you to spend
Atheism is true.
time in the out-doors working hands
ARE YOU GOING HOME FOR
on wifh people. Housing af a THE SUMMER AND WANT A JOB
HI CUTIE,
beaufiful lake side setting, all mea~
IN PLACE FOR NEXT FALL?
l saw you on the "Price is Righr. and a seasonal stipend are consider becoming PIT school bus
Must say "Hr. Call 1-612-901-4805, provided. For addttional info. e-mail driver. No experience needed, we
leave message.
cbgwc@uslink.net or call 320-654- train. Hrs.: 6:45 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
0865.
AND 2 p,m. • 4:15 p.m. $8.50 •
$10.50"1r. Gall Spanier Bus 251·
Employment
PAID REAL ESTATE WORK
3313. We are hinng all summer.
STUDY
TAIWAN/ JAPAN
12-15 hr./wf<. Evenings & weekends
NANNIES!
company expanding internationally req. Croat-Kerfeld Homes Att. live-in posttions with Pre]Creened
seeks several individuals to assist Kirsten 1219 33rd St. s. St. Cloud, Nationwide Professional Families.
with expansion. Attitude over MN 56301
Top salaries. Benefits. 1-yr.
resume. Confact 253-0698.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
B.Y.O.B.
P.T. & F.T. PERMANENT
be your own boss. Motivated quality
POSmONS AVAIL
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO
people only. For appointment. Call
marketing a product no_one has, 253-0698.
DO THIS SUMMER? WANT TO
everybody needs and everybody
BE CLOSE TO ST. CLOUD OR IN
can afford. No exp. necessary,
$1,500 WEEKLY
THECmES?
complete training. If you are honest, potential mailing our circulars. Free Friendship Ventures is hiring college
motivated
and
have
an infonmation. Call (410) 783-8275.
students. We will provide the
entrepreunerial spirit. Please call
training if you provide the positive
Doug at 320·529-0650.
TEACH HOCKEY/ 50 SUMMER
attitude and energy! E,;1m a salary
JOBS:
plus free room & board! Many
RESIDENT MANAGER
private children's camps, NY, PA, positions avail. at Camp Friendship
seeking person to assist in New England. 6120 - 8/20. Call and Eden Wood ~rving children &
managing a 15 unit apt. building Arlene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428.
adults
with
developmental
located near SCSU campus. Call
disabilities. Inquiries Welcome! EOE
253·1100. SM & M.
TRAVEL EUROPE & WORK
1·800-450-8376.
teach basic conversational English 1friendl@spacestar.com
SHOW A CHILD YOU CARE!!
in Prague, Budapest & Krakow.
Minnesota children's ·camp located Competitive wages + benefits. Ask
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
among tall pines and clear lakes, us how! 517 336-0629 ext. K56811.
JOBS
seeks counselors and instructors for
excellent benefits. World Travel. Ask
summer '98. Openings for
HELP WANTED.
us how! 517-324-3090 ext. C56813.
Counseling Director, horseback men/women . earn $375 weekly
riding, sailing and windsurfing. For processing./assembling Medical LO.
ELK YOUTH CAMP
an
application
e-mail cards at home. Immediate near Brainerd · needs cabin
cbgwc@uslink.net or call 1-800- openings, your local area. No counselor, water-front people, craft
451-5270.
naturalist,
fishing
experience necessary, will train. Call specialist,
Medicard 1·541·386·5290 Ext. specialist, music leader, nurse.
June 10 to Aug. 10. Good pay, EOE.
118M.
507-373-6002.

1t "

WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.

SALES PERSONS NEEDED
seasonal, flexible hrs., good pay.
g~~~:~s.
info.
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Personals

EARN UP TO $2,000
part time in just 4-8 wks. Memolink
needs 1 highly motivated individual
to direct tts summer sales/marketing
project at SI. Cloud. Confact Pete af
1·888·509·63)3.

~~~~~;3~§~. - no exercise.
FALL TRANSFER STUDENT
is looking for students from SCSU
who commute daily from Brainerd.
Will share travel expenses. Please
call Jill 218-829-3663.
NEED AN ATTORNEY?
need legal advise,· help, moving
violations? Can't afford a lawyer?
Call me! 320-529-0651.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, · BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll free 1800·.218·9000 Ext. A-3883 for
cunent listings.
GOV'T. FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax;
repo's, your area. Toll free 1~800218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
listings.
EUROPE • SUMMER '98
$209 (each .way plus faxes).
Canbbearv Mexico $229 rA. Call 1800-326-2009.
http: //www.airhi1ch.o'll
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253·1962. 400 East St
Germain, Su~e 205,.St. Cloud.
RE_
SUME SERVICE .
student packages. 240-2355.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

Fl:\'DAN
APARTJIENT
'\'ET'?
LOOK IN THE
IIOL'SING
SECTIO:\'!
NEED A JOB'?
LOOKI:\'Ot:R
EJIPLO'\'JIEJ\'T
SEC1'ION!
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to you

44

GEOGRAPHY GRADUATES~
in
Travel
Tourism
Geographic Information Systems
Secondary Education
General Education

Looking for an-exciting undergraduate and graduate major with high track-record tor employment, you
might try seeing one of our geography major advisors in Stewart Hall 359.

.
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~
~

INSTANT CREDIT
Guaranteed Credit cards with Credit Limits.
Up To $10,000 Within Days!

No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No
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Yeau
SECURTIY DEPOSIT!

.no credit • bad
credit
• no incon1e?
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Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

. -~----------------------~----------------~
·
ORDER FORM
. ·
I

YES!

I want U\•t•1;M~ii=i§j•f•1@;M1ZM Credit Cards immediately.
GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

___

Name ........................·.......................... ·.......... , .................................................... _ _ _ _ ···········.......................................................................... .

Address--------- _ _

....,......................................... · ........................ ·.....................

city _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ state----··Zip .........................................
Slgnature ................ - - - - - = - - - - - - - ' ' - - - - - - - - = ' - = - = - -

lired

Turned Down?

